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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

The 2018 film Black Panther showcases an African nation known as the Kingdom of 

Wakanda. The film is part of the media franchise known as the Marvel Cinematic Universe 

(MCU) and is based on the Marvel Comics character King T’Challa of Wakanda, also known 

as the Black Panther. The Black Panther, created by Stan Lee and Jack Kirby, can be traced 

back to 1966, the first appearence of which was in the 52nd issue of Fantastic Four (Narcisse, 

2018). Unlike most other characters in Marvel’s superhero line-up, the Black Panther hails 

from a fictional nation. As such, its creators had the opportunity to create a history not only 

for the character himself, but for his homeland and nation. 

1.2 A Trans-African Nation 

In crafting Wakanda for the comics, the creators drew inspiration from various 

African nations and peoples. For example, a species of spider-like humanoids that inhabit 

Wakanda before human settlement is named the Anansi (named after an Akan [Western 

African] deity), Wakanda’s pantheon of gods are called the Orisha (the same name as the 

Yoruba [another Western African people] pantheon), one of whom is named Bast (whose 

namesake is an ancient Egyptian [North African] goddess) (GameSpot Universe, 2018). 

The 2018 film followed this tradition, basing the imagery, costumes, and ‘tribes’ of 

Wakanda on various African peoples, as stated by Black Panther costume designer Ruth 

Carter. For example, in the scene when Queen Mother Ramonda meets T’Challa as he returns 

to Wakanda at the start of the film, Ramonda is depicted wearing an isocholo, a hat worn by 

married women of the Southern African Zulu people. Carter provides further examples of 

inspiration drawn from various parts of the African continent as showcased in the scene when 
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all Wakanda’s ‘tribes’1 come together to witness T’Challa’s coronation: The elder of the 

Merchant Tribe wears Ethiopian crosses; the hair of the Mining Tribe leader is inspired by 

the Himba people, while her warrior wears a Maasai (an East African people) headdress; etc 

(Vanity Fair, 2018). 

Similarly, the language the Wakandans speak in the 2018 film is isiXhosa, a South 

African language (Francisco, 2018). 2  Within comic lore, the Dora Milaje, a team of 

Wakandan warriors, speak Hausa, a West African language (Okorafor, 2019). 

Clearly, both in print and on film, Wakanda is designed to be a kind of ‘trans-African’ nation, 

a representation of various African cultures. 

1.3 The Problem 

The choice to draw from such varied African cultures is not without its problems, 

however. According to Narcisse, co-writer of the mini-series entitled The Rise of The Black 

Panther, Wakanda, with its wealth, development, and incredible advancements in science, 

“represents this unbroken chain of achievement of black excellence that never got interrupted 

by colonialism” (as cited in Betancourt, 2018). While this, on its face, is a powerful message, 

it risks falling into the Western pitfall of seeing pre-colonial Africa as essentially a landmass 

home to a homogeneous collection of ‘tribes’ rather than a large continent home to various 

peoples with distinct cultures and ways of life.  

Secondly, this choice makes no logical sense. Unlike their rival comic powerhouse 

DC Comics, Marvel has had a tradition of using settings from the real world: Marvel has no 

Gotham City and no Metropolis, for example (Willems, 2018). Wakanda, as a fictional nation, 

is a notable exception, but if it is to remain true to Marvel tradition, it would make sense that 

 
1 The words ‘tribe’, ‘tribal’ and related words are commonly used (both within and outside of Africa) in written 

and spoken English to refer to African peoples. However, many scholars take issue with these terms, stating 

they promote “misleading stereotypes” and denote primitiveness and savagery. (Lowe, 2001) I subscribe to this 

scholarly perspective.  
2This decision was made in spite of the fact that the Wakanda of comic book lore does have its own fictional 

language. This language, however, is not very developed, and only exists as scattered words throughout the 

comics. 
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its history corresponds at least somewhat to real-world history. This would mean that it 

would have developed organically from nearby peoples instead of from folklore, imagery, 

spirituality, etc, from all over Africa. 

One could make the argument that Wakanda and the Xhosa speak the same language 

due to migration. After all, one might say, isiXhosa is a Bantu language, and Bantu languages 

do exist in the Great Lakes region where Wakanda is located. (See 3.2 The Location of 

Wakanda.) However, it is unlikely that the Wakandans would speak this language. Africa is a 

massive continent, and the slow, real-life migration of the Nguni, of which the Xhosa are a 

part (Luow, 1990, p. 404), resulted in isiXhosa being distinct from the Northern Bantu 

languages.  

1.4 The Solution 

Therefore, for this thesis, I will put forward a possible solution to the issues I have 

perceived. For the Black Panther film, instead of choosing the South African isiXhosa as the 

language of the Wakandans, what if Coogler and his team had chosen to create a new 

language, one that fits into a language family actually found in the region?  

This does have some precedent. The 2005 film The Interpreter features a fictional African 

people known as the Tobosa (Liberman, 2005), who live in the just as fictional Democratic 

Republic of Matobo, which is “somewhere between Zimbabwe and Tanzania” (King, 2005). 

Linguist Said el-Gheithy was commissioned by the film’s creators to construct the language 

of the Tobosa, which is called Chi’itoboku, or simply Ku (Conley, 2006). 

This thesis, therefore, is an exploration of how a language could be constructed for 

Black Panther’s Wakanda, one that could realistically appear as a language of the region. 

This is not an outright condemnation of Lee, Coogler, or any of the various writers and 

creators of the various iterations of Black Panther or Wakanda. Instead, it is a presentation of 

an alternate way of portraying the nation of Wakanda so that it fits more snugly into its 
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canonical setting. Another aim of this thesis is to demonstrate to both my fellow students of 

Linguistics and fellow creatives the art of language construction, which has not been 

traditionally pursued in my country or the wider Caribbean. 

For the sake of clarity, I will be referring to the Wakanda and Wakandan of comic and 

film lore by the canon names and using the names Vuwakanda and Luwakanda respectively 

(see 5.8 Noun Classes) for the alternate nation and language presented in this thesis. 

2 Methodology 

The creation of Luwakanda will follow a modification of the step-by-step process 

outlined by language creator Peterson (2015). His method is to begin with the phonology of 

the language, then move on to the lexicon, and finally to the syntax. 

I will begin with worldbuilding, fleshing out a history for Vuwakanda to provide 

some context for the language to exist in. For this purpose, I will be basing my work on the 

2018 film depiction of Wakanda. As an audio-visual medium, film—as opposed to literature 

and comics—seems to put an unspoken pressure upon the creators to create a more 

linguistically immersive experience. Thus, my thesis is, in a way a response to Coogler’s 

decision to use isiXhosa for the film.  

With the historical foundation of Vuwakanda set, I will be able to determine the 

taxonomy of Luwakanda, which will allow me to have an idea of the lexicon and 

morphosyntax. With this established, I will create a phonemic inventory of the language. 

Finally, I will be able to construct lexemes and give an account of Luwakanda syntax.  
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3 History 

3.1 The Film’s Lore 

For the purpose of this thesis, the 2018 film’s depiction of Wakanda and its history 

will be used as a foundation to construct a history of Vukanda. As part of the film’s prologue 

scene, N’Jobu, T’Challa’s uncle, gives an overview of Wakanda’s history: 

Millions of years ago, a meteorite made of vibranium, the strongest substance in the 

universe, struck the continent of Africa, affecting the plant life around it. And when 

the time of men came, five tribes settled on it and called it Wakanda. The tribes lived 

in constant war with each other until a warrior shaman received a vision from the 

panther goddess Bast, who led him to the Heart-Shaped Herb, a plant that granted 

him superhuman strength, speed, and instincts. The warrior became king and the first 

Black Panther, the protector of Wakanda. Four tribes agreed to live under the king's 

rule, but the Jabari tribe isolated themselves in the mountains. The Wakandans used 

vibranium to develop technology more advanced than any other nation, but as 

Wakanda thrived, the world around it descended further into chaos. To keep 

vibranium safe, the Wakandans vowed to hide in plain sight, keeping the truth of 

their power from the outside world. (Feige, 2018) 

These “five tribes” are the Merchant Tribe, the Border Tribe, the River Tribe, the 

Mining Tribe, and the Jabari Tribe. Each ‘tribe’, as can be deduced by their names, perform 

different roles in Wakandan society. The Border Tribe, as explicitly stated in the film, defend 

the Wakandan border, the Mining Tribe seems to be responsible for the mining of vibranium, 

and the Merchant Tribe is largely responsible for the nation’s commerce. (The duties of the 

River Tribe and the Jabari Tribe are not made clear in the film.) 

3.2 The Location of Wakanda 

While the Black Panther film does not provide much in terms of locating Wakanda, 

another MCU film does. The final scene of Iron Man 2 shows a map of Africa in the 

background that highlights the location of the nation of Wakanda. 
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Figure 1 

Screenshot taken from Iron Man 2 

 

Note. The screenshot shows the titular character before a map of Africa with a highlighted 

Wakanda as an Easter egg.  

A more precise location of Wakanda is provided in Captain America: Civil War: 

Figure 2 

Screenshot from Captain America: Civil War 

 

Note. The screenshot shows a news broadcast featuring a map of Wakanda. 
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These maps confirm that “Wakanda is situated at Lake Turkana, right on the borders 

of Kenya and Ethiopia.” (ChannelFrederator, 2018) In other words, Wakanda is located in the 

Great Lakes region of East Africa. The MCU location of Wakanda corresponds to the later 

locations within Marvel Comics lore, as outlined by Hoskin (2008). 

3.3 The Founding of Vuwakanda 

While the MCU films do not provide a date for the founding of Wakanda, Roussos 

(2018) states that Bashenga, the first king of Wakanda who unified the nation, was “born 

10,000 years ago.” However, I have decided not to incorporate this timeline into the history 

of Wakanda. After all, many of the Wakandan names used throughout the film (see Appendix 

C) are structurally reminiscent of Great Lakes Bantu languages (see 5.1 Wakandan 

Etymology in Canon). For example, the name of Azzuri, T’Challa’s grandfather, has a V-CV-

CV structure; the name ‘Ramonda’, T’Challa’s mother, has a CV-CV-NCV structure; and the 

name ‘Shuri’, T’Challa’s sister, has a CV-CV structure. The Great Lakes region did not have 

Bantu languages until much sooner than 10,000 years before the setting of the Black Panther 

film: “During the 2nd  millennium BCE, small population groups of Bantu began to migrate 

into Central Africa and then across to the Great Lakes region of East Africa” (Cartwright, 

2019). 

During the voice-over at the beginning of the movie, we see depictions of the Trans-

Atlantic Slave Trade, which means that the kingdom must at least be a few centuries old. As 

there is no evidence of Muslim influence on Wakanda’s civilisation, it would also be safe to 

assume that it was founded before Arabic trade and settlement began to have profound impact 

on the region (in terms of religion and language). Therefore, I settle on the 12th century CE as 

the date of the founding of Vuwakanda, when the Muslim presence in Eastern Africa was a 

mostly coastal phenomenon (Lohdi, 1994, p. 88). This makes Vuwakanda approximately a 

millennium old.  
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This age of Vuwakanda allows more than enough time for the Vawakanda to go 

through an industrial age, learn the properties of the vibranium, and to develop the advanced 

technologies befitting such a fantastical metal. 

3.4 The Origins of the Wakandans 

Although N’Jobu states that five ‘tribes’ settled on Wakanda, he does not specify their 

origins. This is, perhaps, a deliberate action on the writers’ part, perhaps an indication that 

these ‘five tribes’ are distinct from all ethnic groups that are known to exist in East Africa. 

Of course, for the purpose of this thesis, the origins of the first Wakandans is 

important primarily because of the languages they speak. According to Chrétien (2003), the 

Great Lakes region is predominantly Bantu-speaking, and has been for some time (p. 45). 

Figure 3 

Cropped Map of Bantu Language Zones 

 

Note. This map features the zones that would be close to Wakanda. (Whiteley, et al, 2018, p. 

15) 

Although Wakanda is located around northern Kenya of our world, just above the 

upper limit of Bantu-speaking territories, I decided to give the majority of the ‘tribes’ of 
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Vuwakanda origins in the Bantu-speaking territories south of Vuwakanda. Each ‘tribe’ would 

speak a language closely related to another language from the region: 

The Border Tribe: Lugungu 

The Merchant Tribe: Luganda 

The River Tribe: Kikuyu 

The Mining Tribe: Lumasaaba 

The Jabari, on the other hand, will be of Nilotic origin, with their language related to 

Bari3. Bari is spoken by people in South Sudan and north Uganda (p. 409, 434), which is very 

close to where the MCU Wakanda is located. While I could find no direct evidence for the 

start of the Bari-speaking presence in the general vicinity at the time I have chosen for 

Vuwakanda’s founding, there is evidence of Nilotic presence (Oliver, 1982, p. 437).  

3.5 Expanding the History of Vuwakanda 

With this foundation laid, I will now expand upon the history of Vuwakanda as 

presented in the MCU to guide the process of creating Luwakanda: 

In the late first millennium of the Common Era, a people named the Jabari descended 

from the north into the vicinity of the massive vibranium deposit in the Great Lakes region. 

This land, previously unoccupied by humans, was extremely rich and arable, and so they 

settled on it and exploited its resources.  

At the turn of the millennium, four Bantu-speaking peoples migrated into this region 

from the rest, fleeing famine. They likewise found the land suitable for settlement. The 

natural beauty and richness of the land seemed to be touched by a divine hand, and so each of 

the five peoples wanted to secure it for themselves. 

 
3 This choice was made partially to provide a justification for the Jabari Tribe’s name, due to the similarity. 
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War raged and lasted several years. The fighting only got worse as each of the five 

peoples discovered the vibranium deposits in the land and formed the very first vibranium 

weapons to aid them in battle.  

One fateful day in the 12th century, a warrior shaman named Bashenga received a 

vision. In it, the goddess Bast from the ancient land of Egypt revealed herself to him. She led 

him in a vision to the heart-shaped herb, a plant mutated by the vibranium in the region. 

When he ate of it, it gave him the superhuman strength to singlehandedly turn the tide in the 

battle. Impressed by the power Bashenga possessed, four of the five peoples bowed to him as 

king, but Jabari would only give him minimal obeisance. Under King Bashenga, the peoples 

became united and called themselves Vawakanda. 

Each of the five peoples went on to become the Five Founding Tribes of Vuwakanda. 

Bashenga’s people became the Border Tribe, protecting the new nation and its vibranium-

derived wealth from outside forces. Bashenga’s relatives and descendants grew into the 

Golden Tribe, the ruling class of Vuwakanda. The other peoples became known as: the 

Merchant Tribe, responsible for much of the trade in Vuwakanda, and boasting great skill in 

crafts and art; the Mining Tribe, responsible for mining the nation’s vast stores of vibranium; 

and the River Tribe, builders of boats and, later, the innovators of far more advanced means 

of transportation. The first settlers, the Jabari Tribe, sequestered themselves in the mountains, 

where they lived quiet lives relatively untouched by the technology of wider Vuwakanda. 

3.6 The Phylogeny and Construction of Luwakandan 

As seen in Figure 3, there are two zones of Bantu languages south of where Wakanda 

would be, zones J and E. I have chosen zone J, Interlacustrine Bantu languages, to be the 

language that Luwakanda falls into. Most of the Wakandan words from both the Black 

Panther film and comic book lore (see Tables 2 and 5) seem to follow Bantoid phonology, as 

will be demonstrated in the following chapter. 
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Within the lore I have constructed, the Lugungu language is related to the language of 

Bashenga and the Border Tribe. This Border Tribe language, the language of the royal family, 

is Luwakanda that I will be constructing, a lingua franca for the nation. I will use Nurse’s 

(2003) outline of the zone J Bantu languages as a guide in this endeavour. The other 

languages will have some influence on the language as well. 

4 Phonology 

4.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to construct an inventory of the sounds of Luwakanda. 

To accomplish this, I will give a brief overview of the shared phonology of Zone J Bantu 

languages, of which Wakandan is to be a member. Comparing this with the Lulungu language 

and, taking into account the Wakandan words in Tables 2 and 3, I will produce the phonemic 

and phonetic inventory of Luwakanda. I will also demonstrate how this phonology can 

represent words from Wakandan lore that did not make it into the film, to show the 

applicability of this Luwakanda language. 

4.2 An Overview of Zone J Bantu Phonology 

According to Bastin (2003), zone J Bantu languages tend towards five phonological 

vowels /i e a o u/ (Bastin, 2003, p. 504), as depicted visually in Figure 4:  
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Figure 4 

The Archetypal Vowel Inventory of Zone J Bantu Languages 

 

Bastin (2003, p. 504) goes on to say that these languages have contrasting long and 

short vowels. Consonant inventories, on the other hand, are more variable (Bastin, 2003, p. 

506), though I could find no archetypical inventory. Zone J languages are also tonal 

languages and tend to distinguish high and low tones (Bastin, 2003, p. 514.).  

Further, zone J languages tend to have a -CV- (-SV-) syllable structure, though word-

initial syllables often consist only of a vowel (V-). However, it is also possible for syllables to 

be structured as -NCV-, which means that a possible word structure is CV.NCV, rather than 

*CVN-CV. Bastin goes on to say that semi-vowels (/w/ and /j/) can also form clusters with 

consonants such that -NSV- and -CSV- are both possible. (Bastin, 2003, p. 515) 

4.3 An Overview of Lugungu Phonology  

According to SIL International (2007), the Lugungu language has more vowels than 

most zone J languages. These vowels are /i ɪ ɛ a ɔ ʊ u/, all of which have contrasting short and 

long expression (p. 18), as depicted in Figure 5: 
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Figure 5 

The Vowel Inventory of Lugungu 

 

As is typical of zone J languages, Lugungu is a tonal language with an underlying 

high and low tone contrast. It possesses high, mid, and low tone surface distinctions (SIL 

International, 2007, p. 58). 

Further, Lugungu makes use of the consonants detailed in SIL International, 2007, p. 

8, which I compiled into the Table 1: 

Table 1 

The Consonant Inventory of Lugungu 

 Bilabial Labiodental Alveolar Postalveolar/Palatal Velar Laryngeal 

Plosives p b     t d     k g     

Affricates             t͡ ʃ d͡ʒ ŋk ŋg     

Prenasalised affricates             nt͡ ʃ nd͡ʒ         

Prenasalised plosives mp mb     nt nd             

Fricatives   β f v s z         h   

Prenasalised fricatives     mf mv ns nz             

Nasals   m        n   ɲ   ŋ     

Liquids               l         

Rhotics               ɾ         

Approximants   w    ʋ       j         

Many of these consonants can also be expressed as labialised (SIL International, 2007, 

pp. 90-94) and palatalised (SIL International, 2007, p. 94) forms.  
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4.4 Wakandan Phonology in Comic Lore 

The Wakandan language of the comics is largely represented through character names 

and other proper nouns. There are quite a few Black Panther words that fit quite well with the 

syllable structure provided above for zone J languages, as shown in Table 2:  

Table 2 

Wakandan Words from the 2018 Black Panther Film 

Name Meaning 

A.zzu.ri (name) the grandfather of T'Challa, father of T'Chaka 

Ba.she.nga (name) the first Black Panther and king of Wakanda 

Do.ra Mi.la.je (name) the elite guard that protects the king of Wakanda 

Ki.mo.yo (as in Kimoyo beads) advanced Wakandan techology used for communication  

O.ko.ye (name) leader of the Dora Milaje 

Ra.mo.nda (name) the Queen Mother of Wakanda, wife of T'Chaka, mother of T'Challa 

Shu.ri (name) the sister of T'Challa 

Wa.ka.nda (name) the nation of Wakanda 

Zu.ri (name) a skilled Wakandan warrior who served under King T'Chaka 

There are, however, a few words that do not fit into zone J syllable structure. For 

example, ‘Nakia’ seems to have a diphthong, which is not allowed in zone J languages. 

Likewise, the Egyptian name ‘Bast’ not only breaks the basic -CV- syllable structure but has 

an impossible consonant cluster as well.  

Perhaps the most interesting feature of Wakandan names is found in examples such as 

those shown in Table 3:   

Table 3 

Wakandan Names of Interest 

Word Meaning 

J’Kuwali (name) Okoye's tribe (in comic lore) 

T’Chaka (name) father of T'Challa 

T’Challa (name) the Black Panther, king of Wakanda 

W’Kabi (name) a Wakandan warrior 
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While these names, due to the consonant clusters beginning these words, are 

ungrammatical for zone J languages, they seem reminiscent of other names that are 

grammatical. Consider names such as: M’Baku, N’Jobu, and N’Jadaka. The creators of these 

Black Panther characters, it would seem, took the principle of pre-nasalised consonants, but 

replaced the nasal phones with other sounds. They did this, perhaps, to give these names an 

‘African’ feel without understanding the linguistics of the languages of Bantu languages other 

African languages of the continent. 4  

This is a phonological quirk that I hope to iron out by in this thesis. Important words 

such as names may have to be altered or phonological rules applied to account for them. 

4.5 The Phonemes of Luwakanda 

Perhaps the most important issue in creating the phoneme inventory of Luwakanda is 

that it must be able to account for the words that are already used in the franchise, particularly 

those that are relevant to the 2018 film. With Lugungu as a template, will see what 

adjustments need to be made in order to have these words spoken in Luwakanda.  

For simplicity’s sake, I will use five vowels, each with length (short and long): /a aː ɛ 

ɛ ː i iː o oː u uː/. As can be seen when comparing this vowel inventory with Lugungu’s /ɔ/ has 

risen to /o/ for Luwakanda. This is enough to account for all the vowels of the list of 

Wakandan words taken from the Black Panther film, as shown in Table 2. The vowels are as 

depicted in Figure 6: 

 
4 This is not an indictment against the creators, of course. As far as I can tell, they were neither linguists nor 

anthropologists, and so they did their best with what they had.  
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Figure 6 

Luwakanda’s Vowel Inventory 

 

As for consonants, those of Lugungu are more than able to account for the words 

found in tables 2 and 3. However, I will make a change to distinguish Lugungu from 

Luakanda. Lugungu has three voiced bilabial consonants: /β/ and /ʋ/ will have been lost by 

Luwakanda, merging with /v/ and /w/ respectively. Luwakanda’s consonant inventory can be 

found in Table 4:  

Table 4 

Luwakanda’s Consonant Inventory 

 Bilabial Labiodental Alveolar Postalveolar/Palatal Velar Laryngeal 

Plosives p b     t d     k g     

Affricates             t͡ ʃ d͡ʒ ŋk ŋg     

Prenasalised affricates             nt͡ ʃ nd͡ʒ         

Prenasalised plosives mp mb     nt nd             

Fricatives    f v s z         h   

Prenasalised fricatives     mf mv ns nz             

Nasals   m        n   ɲ   ŋ     

Liquids               l         

Rhotics               ɾ         

Approximants   w           j         

 

4.6 Luwakanda’s Syllable Structure 

As it is based on zone J languages, Luwakanda will have a syllable structure similar to 

that of Lugungu. While Bastin (2003) states that codas can consist of a consonant and semi-
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vowel (p. 504), SIL (2007)’s outline of Lugungu leads me to believe that (at least for 

Lugungu), these CS clusters are instead labialised and palatalised consonants (p. 94). I will 

apply this interpretation to Luwakanda, thus not listing -CSV- and -NSV- in its possible 

syllable structures.  

This brings the possible syllable structures to: -CV- (-SV-), -CVN (-SVN), and -

NCV-. 

4.7 Tone in Luwakanda 

While I have found a Lugungu dictionary and some Lugungu text that I can analyse, 

the orthography, unfortunately, does not allow me to discern the tone of the words. This may, 

however, be a blessing in disguise; instead of closely following and modifying Lugungu’s 

tone system as partially outlined by SIL (2007), I will instead be constructing a tone system 

that will distinguish it from Lugungu. After all, the Wakandan words of Black Panther lore 

seem not to have taken tone into consideration5. 

For Luwakanda, I will be applying a two-tone system: Short vowels can have either 

high or low tone (e.g. /í/ or /ì/ respectively). Long vowels likewise can be either high or low 

(/íː/ or /ìː/) or have rising or falling tone (/ǐː/ or /îː/). In the following chapters, I will outline 

lexical, phonological, and syntactic use of tone. 

4.8 Accounting for Discrepancies 

Looking through the list of Wakandan words in Table 3, some discrepancies arise. 

Perhaps chief among them is the name of the titular character T’Challa. Dividing name into 

syllables, we are left with /t.t͡ ʃa/la/, *C-CV-CV, which is impossible according to the syllable 

structure established above.  

Since ‘T’Challa’ (as the name of the titular character) is an important name in Black 

Panther lore, I deem it important to preserve it as much as possible in this language while 

 
5 There are no diacritics in the comics that suggest tone, for example. 
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still being true to the syllable structure. My solution is an assimilation process in which the 

voicelessness of /t/ and /t͡ ʃ/ is spread to /ɛ̀/. Thus, the surface representation of the name 

would be [tɛ̥t͡ ʃálá]. The rule for this dual assimilation is as shown in Figure 7: 

Figure 7 

A Dual Assimilation Rule in Luwakanda 

C       V      C 

 

[-voice]  [+voice] [-voice] 

In other words, when /ɛ̀/ is preceded by /t/ and is followed by a voiceless plosive or 

affricate, it becomes devoiced. In order to retain the -CV- syllable structure of Luwakanda, 

this means that the underlying representation of ‘T’Challa’ would be /tèt͡ ʃálá/. The devoicing, 

however, would account for the ‘English’ spelling of T’Challa; a devoiced vowel would 

likely not be picked up by an English speaker. The same would apply to T’Chaka: [tɛ̥t͡ ʃákà]. 

For ‘W’Kabi’, another important character in the Black Panther film, perhaps another 

solution would be in order. To keep the name as close to the original as possible, a simple 

solution would be to add /u/ after /w/, making it: /wùkáːbì/. The vowel /u/, after all, is a very 

similar to the glide /w/.   

Then, there is the name Nakia. This name is problematic because it either possesses a 

word-final syllable that only consists of a vowel (*CV-CV-V) or a diphthong (*CV-CV1V2), 

both of which are not allowed in Luwakanda. To remedy this, the /k/ will be palatalised, 

which means her name will be /nákjà/ in Luwakanda.  

4.9 How Luwakanda Handles Loan Words  

One of the most important words in Wakandan spirituality is the name of the panther 

goddess Bast. This ancient Egyptian name, however, does not conform to Luwakanda 

phonology as it has not only an impossible syllable cluster (/*st/), but coda consonants: 
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(*CVCC). Considering that Bast is the name of their goddess, it is reasonable to assume that 

they would wish to retain as many segments from the name as revealed by Bast herself. The 

solution would be vowel epenthesis. 

How Lugungu handles ungrammatical consonant clusters and word-final consonants 

is demonstrated with these loan words (Robert & Diprose, 2011)6: 

Afirika (‘Africa’) 

Au̱su̱tu̱reerya (‘Australia’) 

bbandeeji (‘bandage’) 

bbaasi (‘bus’) 

bbu̱reeki (‘brake’) 

dakitaali (‘doctor’) 

duraamu (‘drum’) 

faiṟo (‘file’) 

kampu (‘camp’) 

televiẕoni (‘television’) 

yaadi (‘yard’) 

yunivaasite (‘university’) 

zii̱p̱u̱ (‘zip’, ‘zipper’) 

From the above data set, we can see how Lungungu deals with ungrammatical 

consonant clusters when borrowing words: 

1. /u/ is placed after /m/, /mp/, /b/, /s/ (if /s/ is not word-final in the source language) and 

/d/ (if /d/ is not word-final in the source language).  

2. /o/ is placed after /ɾ/, which has replaced /l/ in the source language’s word. 

 
6 Robert and Diprose (2011) provided these words in Lugungu orthography. See Appendix B for an orthography 

guide provided by SIL International (2008). 
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3. /i/ is inserted to separate all other ungrammatical consonant clusters, and in all other 

instances of word-final consonants. 

In order to distinguish Luwakanda from Lungungu, I have decided to change the 

‘default’ vowel for epenthesis from /i/ to /ɛ/, an adjacent vowel in Luwakanda’s inventory.  

With this foundation, I will establish these rules for loanwords into Luwakanda, providing the 

Lungungu word that provided the inspiration for each: 

1. All word-final bilabial consonants (such as /m/, /p/ and /b/) would attract a /u/ (e.g. 

‘kampu’, ‘zii̱p̱u̱’) 

2. In the separation of ungrammatical consonant clusters, /u/ will be inserted after 

bilabial consonants (e.g. ‘bbu̱reeki’) 

3. In the separation of ungrammatical consonant clusters, /u/ will be inserted between 

coronal consonants (e.g. ‘Au̱su̱tu̱reerya’, ‘duraamu’) 

4. In all other instances, inserted vowels will be /e/. 

5. Rhotacised vowels (/ɚ /) are replaced by /aː/ (e.g. ‘yunivaasite’) 

6. All inserted vowels will automatically be assigned the low tone  

With this foundation laid, ‘Bast’ would be /básùtɛ̀/ in Luwakanda.  

4.10 Luwakanda’s Phonotactics 

As it is -CV- language, it makes sense that CV pairings are considered the smallest 

phonemic unit in Luwakanda. 7  As stated previously, most Lugungu consonants may be 

labialised or palatalised (SIL, 2008, pp. 5-7). 

In the phonotactics of Luwakanda, I will add yet another pair of distinctions: 

Labialised consonant-vowel pairs have merged with the corresponding nonlabialized 

consonant-round vowel pair (there is no /kwo/ or /kwu/ in Luwakanda, for example). Likewise, 

 
7 Thus, it also follows that Luwakanda orthography may well be a syllabary, if one is to be developed for this 

language. 
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palatalised consonant-vowel pairs have merged with corresponding /-i/ consonant-vowel pair 

(there is no /kji/. (See Appendix A for the full mora inventory of Luwakanda). 

4.11 Sample Luwakanda Words 

kìɾò day 

gjó that very one 

ìzó yesterday 

mwàkjá tomorrow 

pùɾɛ́zìdɛ́ntɛ̀ president8 

 

See Appendix C for a more populated list of words. 

5 Morphology and Lexicon 

5.1 Wakandan Etymology in Canon 

Although Black Panther comics and other media are written in English, they do 

provide a bit of a look into the Wakandan language. These are mostly in the form of names 

and a few other scattered words. Many of these words (such as ‘T’Challa’ and ‘Dora Milaje’) 

seem invented specifically for the franchise, but there are others that are taken from or 

resemble words from various African languages, and even one or two from other parts of the 

world. For example: 

 
8 Loan word 
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Table 5 

Wakandan Words and Their Origins 

Wakandan 

Word Origin Meaning/Corresponding Character Original Meaning 

Bast 
Ancient 

Egyptian 

(name) the panther goddess of 

Wakanda unknown 

birnin Hausa ‘city’ ‘city’ 

Hanuman Hindi (name) the gorilla god of the Jabari unknown 

N’cos isiXhosa ‘thank you’ ‘thank you’ (Xhosa: enkosi) 

nyanza Shona ‘lake’ ‘lake’ 

Okoye Igbo 
General of the Dora Milaje 

(name, masculine) ‘man of 

Oye (a market day)’ 

Zuri Swahili spiritual leader of Wakanda (name, feminine) ‘beautiful’ 

This illustrates the ‘Pan-African’ ideology the creators seemed to have applied in 

constructing Wakanda’s lore. 

5.2 Methodology  

In populating the lexicon of Luwakanda, I will use languages that I have established 

as related to the original languages spoken by the original peoples that settled Vuwakanda: 

Lugungu, Luganda, Lumasaba, Kikuyu, and Bari. I will make adjustments so that these words 

fit Luwakanda phonology and, in some cases, so that there can be further distinction between 

the source languages and Luwakanda. The choice of which words will come from which 

language will be dependent on the lore I established previously and the importance of the 

various groups to Vuwakanda society. (See 3.5 Expanding the history of Vuwakanda) 

The morphology, on the other hand, will be mostly a modification of Lugungu 

morphologyOnce some core lexicon has been settled on, I will outline the morphology. 

5.3 The Border Tribe’s Lexical Contribution 

As the language of the elite, the Border Tribe’s Lugungu-related language formed the 

basis of Luwakanda. As such, it has provided most of the lexicon for Luwakanda. Table 6 
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shows important words from Black Panther lore that would have come from the Border Tribe. 

(See Appendix C for a more extensive list.) 

Table 6 

Luwakanda words contributed by the Border Tribe 

English 

Lugungu 

Inspiration9 Luwakanda 

Word 

Class Notes 

ancestor mukadei /múkádí/ noun   

bead lu̱kwanzi /kìkwànzí/ noun 

Moved from one diminutive noun class to the 

other. 

border mutaanu /mùtàːnú/ noun   

Border Tribe  /vànzíkjatàːnú/10 noun  using the stem of ‘border’ 

city noun /kívúgá/ noun   

dead kiḵu̱u̱ /kìkùː/ noun   

forever kura na kura /ŋkùrá/ adverb agglutinated and reduced due to common use 

god ruhanga /wùhàŋgá/ noun reinterpreted as belonging to class 1 

gold feeza /mfɛ́ːzá/ noun reinterpreted as belonging to class 9 

Golden Tribe  /wáfɛ́ːzá/ noun  

heart-shaped 

herb 

kingeere 

('heart') + 

kikoora (l'eaf') /kákóráŋgɛ̀rɛ̀/ noun in class 12, rather than class 711  

king mukama /mùkàmá/ noun   

queen mu̱go /múgó/ noun   

shaman mu̱legezi ̱ /mùlɛ́gɛ̀zi/ noun   

shield ngab̯u /ŋgábù/ noun   

spear isumu  /ìsìmú/ noun   

spirit mwoyo /mùmòjó/ noun 

The prefix has become agglutinated to form the 

stem, which then gets its own prefix. 

‘tribe’ ihanga /íhángà/ noun   

vibranium kisembu ('gift') /nzɛḿbú/ noun 

The first consonant of the stem has attained the 

voice of its neighbouring sounds and this word has 

been placed in class 9.) 

warrior mu̱lwani /mùlwànì/ noun   

world/realm/land nsi /nsí/ noun   

5.4 The Merchant Tribe’s Lexical Contribution 

As the people artisans and businesspeople of Vuwakanda, the Merchant Tribe 

(/wátúnzíŋgà/) contributed words related to commerce and art. Perhaps most surprising, 

though, is that the word for ‘panther’ finds its origins with the Merchant Tribe. The very first 

 
9 These words are taken from Robert (2011)’s Lugungu Dictionary, and thus are written in Lugungu 

orthography, rather than the IPA. 
10 The stem is an agglutination: /nsí kjá mùtàːnú/ → /nzíkjátàːnú/. The names of all the ‘tribes’ of Vuwakanda 

follow this pettern. 
11 This has some precedent in Lugungu. Herbs such as kakulumbeeru and kansiiha are also in class 12. 
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Black Panther armour was designed by a Merchant Tribe armourer, who named the armour 

and thus the office of Black Panther. A sample of these is shown in Table 7: 

Table 7 

Luwakanda Words Contributed by the Merchant Tribe 

English Luwakanda 
Luganda 

Inspiration12 

leopard /ŋgò/ ngo 

market /kàtàlɛ́/ katale 

merchant /mútúnzí/ omutunzi 

Merchant Tribe  /vànzíkjatúnzí/   

monument /kid͡ʒukizo/ kijukizo 

5.5 The River Tribe Lexical Contribution 

The River Tribe is the innovation hub of Vuwakanda travel. As such, many of the 

words the original speakers of the Kikuyu-related language of their ancestors contributed to 

Luwakanda are associated with this technology. Some of these are shown in Table 8: 

Table 8 

Luwakanda Words Contributed by the River Tribe 

English Luwakanda Kikuyu Inspiration13 

boat /mbàkùɾí/  mbakuri (‘bowl’) 

speed/power (of vehicle) /múndíká/  tindika (‘push’) 

river  /múrúːjì/ Ruui 

River Tribe  /vànzíkjarúːjì/   

vehicle  /ŋgàːɾì/ ngaari (‘cart’) 

5.6 The Mining Tribe’s Lexical Contribution  

As the people who excavate vibranium for the nation, the Mining Tribe is the 

backbone of Vuwakanda’s way of life. They provided Luwakanda with words associated 

with their skills. Examples of these words are as compiled in Table 9:  

 
12 Murphy (1972) 
13 Gecaga & Kirkaldy-Willis (1953) 
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Table 9 

Luwakanda Words Contributed by the Mining Tribe 

English Luwakanda Lumasaba Inspiration14 

mine (n) /kùfùlúmá/ liifuluma (‘mine’) 

mine (v) /luma/ lima (‘dig) 

Mining Tribe /vànzíkjakùfùlúmá/   

mining tools /mbago/ mbago (‘hoe’) 

 

5.7 The Jabari Tribe’s Lexical Contribution 

The Jabari has always been both insiders and outsiders in Vuwakanda society; while 

Vawakanda in name, they remained largely sequestered in the mountains, so it is not 

surprising that they have offered little to Luwakanda’s lexicon. They have, however, 

provided an important word: the name of Vuwakanda itself. 

When the Jabari arrived on this stretch of land, they called it the Escape. (The Bari 

cognate: wokken [Owen, 1908, p. 157].) When the Bantu-speaking peoples arrived, they took 

this name and, over time, it became /wákándà/.   

5.8 Noun Classes 

One of the defining characteristics of Bantu languages is that nouns are divided into 

distinct noun classes (Katamba, 2003, p. 102). The nouns of each noun class are typically 

marked by a prefix (Katamba, 2003, p. 104. Each prefix is affixed to a stem, which provides 

the semantic meaning of the word. Lugungu’s noun classes have been compiled in Table 10 

(SIL International, 2007 p. 60): 

 
14 Purvis (1907) 
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Table 10 

Lugungu Noun Class Prefixes 

 Prefix Semantic Nexus 

1 /mu/ humans 

2 /βa/ plural of 1 and 12 

3 /mʊ/ inanimate objects, plants, parts of body, abstract concepts 

4 /mɪ/ plural of 4 

5 /ɪ/, (adj.: /lɪ/) various 

6 /ma/ plural of 5 

7 /kɪ/ diminutives (e.g. small objects, small units of time), plants 

8 /βɪ/ plural of 7 

9 /ɴ/ animals, inanimate objects, uncountable  

10 /ɴ/ plural of 9 

11 /lʊ/ languages 

12 /ka/ diminutives (e.g. small objects, small units of time), plants 

14 /βu/ plural of 12, abstract concepts (including nations) 

15 /ku/, /kʊ/ infinitive form of verbs 

N/A ø loan words 

  

A classic example is the word that provides the name for the Bantu family of 

languages. As can be seen in Robert and Diprose (2011), the root -ntu can be used to form the 

words bantu (‘people’), muntu (‘person’), kintu (‘thing’), and bintu (‘things’.) Another 

instance of the importance of these prefixes is in /lʊ/, which characterises the names of Bantu 

languages such as Lugungu, Luganda, and Lumasaba. Thus, we can see that the noun class 

prefix serves both a derivational (changing the semantic meaning) and inflectional (indicating 

plurality, for example) purpose.  

Note that the surface realisation of prefixes that end in /ʊ/ or /u/ are reduced to 

labialised consonants when affixed to a vowel-initial stem: /mʊ̀‑ɪː̀ɾʊ́/ → [mʷɪː̀ɾʊ́] (‘servant’) 

(SIL, 2007, p. 11), likely to preserve the -CV- syllable structure. I found further evidence of 

this presented by Robert and Diprose (2011): mwoyo (‘spirit’) apparently use the class 9 

prefix /mʊ/, and becomes myoyo (class 10 prefix, /mɪ/ when pluralised. 

Lugungu also requires agreement between nouns and the adjectives that modify them. 

For example: /lù‑dódí lú‑hàːⁿdú/ (‘old reed’) /mʊ̀‑lɔ̀ɡɔ̀ mʊ̀‑hàːⁿdʊ́/ (‘old witch’). 
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Using this information, I can now construct a noun class system for Luwakanda, 

shown in Table 11: 

Table 11 

Luwakanda Noun Classes 

Class Prefix Semantic Nexus Notes 

1 /mu/ humans The bilabial nasal has become the voiced 

labio-velar approximant 

2 /va/ plural of 1 The bilabial fricative has become the voiced 

labio-velar approximant 

3 /mu/ inanimate natural objects, plants, parts of 

body, abstract concepts 

  

4 /mi/ plural of 4   

5 /i/, 

(adj.: 

/ɾi/) 

miscellaneous The lateral approximant has become a tap) 

6 /ma/ plural of 5   

7 /ki/ diminutives (e.g. small objects, small units of 

time), endeared objects 

  

8 /vi/ plural of 7   

9 /ɴ/ animals, inanimate objects   

10 /ɴ/ plural of 9   

11 /lu/ abstract nouns, including languages   

12 /ka/ diminutives (e.g. small objects, small units of 

time), endeared objects 

  

14 /vu/ plural of 12, abstract concepts (including 

nations) 

 

15 /ku/ infinitive form of verbs   

For Luwakanda, the solution to prefix + vowel-initial stem is to insert a /h/ between 

the prefix and stem to preserve the -CV- syllable structure. Therefore, the Wakandan version 

of the word ‘servant’ is /mùhiìɾú/.  

5.9 Implications of the Noun Class Prefix System 

With the alteration of the class 2 prefix, I have given Wakanda an etymology: 

/váwákándà/ thus becomes the nation’s demonym. The /va/ prefix would also be affixed to 

the names of each of the ‘tribes’ of Vuwakanda. For example, the /vàd͡ʒàbáɾì/, the Jabari 

Tribe. Likewise, the name of the nation would then be /váwákándà/ and the Luwakanda 

language would then be /lúwákándà/. 
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The noun class prefix system also allows for nouns to easily be made from stems taken from 

verbs. Robert and Diprose (2011) demonstrate this with these words from Lugungu: 

kig̱u̱u̱lu̱u̱su̱ (‘old’) and mu̱gu̱u̱lu̱u̱su̱ (‘old person’).  

5.10 Lexical Tone in Nouns and Adjectives 

Unlike Lugungu, Luwakanda noun prefixes are always assigned the same tone as that 

of the first syllable of the stem. This means that for monosyllabic stems, there is only one 

tone in the word. For example, the the prefix /mu/ would affix to stems /gó/ (‘queen’) and 

/kù/ (‘death’) to produce /múgó/ (‘queen’) and /mùkùː/ (‘dead person’). Thus, Luwakanda has 

lexical tone, which differentiates two words that would otherwise be identical: for example, 

/mùhòrò/ (‘fire’) and /múhóɾò/ (‘chaos’)15. 

There is no set pattern for the tone of longer nouns and adjectives.  

5.11 Pronominalization 

The Great Lakes Bantu languages add prefixes to their verb stems in order to 

conjugate them. Unfortunately, finding data to discern the prefixes to model Luwakanda from 

Lugungu has proven difficult. Therefore, I will use the stand-alone prefixes of Lugungu and 

any examples of pronominal prefixes I can find in Robert and Diprose (2011) and the 

Lugungu Bible to guide me in constructing the pronominal prefixes of Luwakanda. I will 

supplement these with the pronominal prefixes of Luganda. 

First, I will create the stand-alone prefixes. Robert and Diprose (2011) have proven 

useful in this regard, providing the Lugungu pronouns (in the Lugungu alphabet, not the IPA), 

which I have compiled in Table 12: 

 
15 Both these words are listed as mworo in Robert and Diprose (2011). 
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Table 12 

Lugungu Pronouns 

 Person Pronoun 

Sing. 

I gya 

II weewe 

III yooyo 

Pl. 

I twetwe 

II nywenywe 

III boobo 

Based on the above Lugungu pronouns, I have listed Luwakanda’s pronounds in 

Table 13: 

Table 13 

Luwakanda Pronouns 

 Person Pronoun 

Sing. 

I /gɛ́/ 

II /wɛ́/ 

III /jó/ 

Pl. 

I /twɛ̀/ 

II /nwɛ̀/ 

III /bò/ 

  

Most of them are simply reduced to single-syllable words. The pronoun in /gɛ/, 

however, can be considered an influence of the palatalised consonant /gj/, which brought the 

articulation of the /a/ closer to the soft palate to form /ɛ/, losing its palatisation in the process. 

Unfortunately, all Robert and Diprose (2011) provide is the second person prefix 

singular in the form of the words weegiri (‘you know’) and oweeni (‘you see’). 

The Lugungu Bible provides others, though. For the verb ‘kuwona’ (‘to see’) is found 

in John 9:25: 
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Yaabei̱ri̱ri̱mwo naakoba, “Yaakabba naali nkori̱ gya bibii, gya 

bi̱byo ti̱mbyegi̱ri̱. Kintu ki̱mwei̱ ki̱nyeegi̱ri̱ kyokyo nti, nyaalingi 

mwi̱jalu̱ wa mei̱so, hataati̱ nkuwona!” (Lugungu Bible) 

He answered and said, “Whether He is a sinner or not I do not know. 

One thing I know: that though I was blind, now I see.” (New King 

James Version) 

For the verb kubaza (‘to speak’) in John 3:11: 

Mu mananu nkubaweera, tubaza bintu bi̱twegi̱ri̱ kandi tukuha 

b̯u̱kei̱so ha bintu bi̱twaweeni̱; bei̱tu̱ nab̯wo, nywe mukwikiriza kwahi 

b̯u̱kei̱so b̯wetu̱. (Lugungu Bible) 

Most assuredly, I say to you, We speak what We know and testify 

what We have seen, and you do not receive Our witness. (New King 

James Version) 

Finally, here are the Luganda present tense pronominal prefixes as outlined by 

Sternefeld (2015, p. 7), and compiled in Table 14: 

Table 14 

Lugungu Pronominal Prefixes 

 
Person Subject 

Prefix  

 

Pre. 

con. 

Pre. 

vow. 

Sing. 

I nze n- n- 

II ggwe o- w- 

III ye a- y- 

Pl. 

I ffe tu- tw- 

II mwe mu- mw- 

III bba ba- b- 

Comparing Lugunda and Lugungu, we see some similarities in first person singular 

prefixes of Luganda and Lugungu respectively. With these as a guide, I can now move into 
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constructing the present tense pronominal prefixes of Luwakanda, which is shown in Table 

15: 

Table 15 

Luwakanda Pronominal Prefixes 

 Person Subject Prefix  

Sing. 

I /gɛ/ /ŋgu/ 

II /wɛ/ /u/ 

III /jo/ /a/ 

Pl. 

I /twɛ/ /tu/ 

II /nwɛ/ /mu/ 

III /bo/ /ba/ 

  

Like noun class prefixes, these are separated from the stem by /h/ in the event that the 

stem begins with a vowel.  

5.12 Tense Marking 

Although both Luwakanda and Lugungu use tone to mark tense, I have chosen to give 

Luwakanda distinct tense rules from Lugungu. The stems of Luwakanda verbs all have either 

two, three, or four syllables. Tense is expressed by the following tone patterns: 

Infinitive LHH 

Present LHH 

Future HLL 

Recent Past16 LLH 

Distant Past LHL 

 

The second tone is spread to all (and shared by) syllables except the last. The 

following examples in Table 16 are the verbs /kùkóbá/ (‘to see’), /kùkásúká/ (‘to throw’), and 

/kùtɛ́kɛ́ɾɛ́zá/ (‘to think’). They are all conjugated in the first person singular. 

 
16 There is no clear line between recent and distant past. Depending on the speaker’s desired emphasis, recent 

past could refer to a few minutes, hours, days, weeks, or even months.   
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Table 16 

Luwakanda Verb Conjugation 

Syllables in Stem 2 3 4 

Infinitive /kùkóbá/ /kùkásúká/ /kùtɛ́kéɾɛ́zá/ 

Present /ŋgùkóbá/  /ŋgùkásúká/ /ŋgùtɛ́kéɾɛ́zá/ 

Future /ŋgúkòbà/ /ŋgúkàsùkà/ /ŋgútɛ̀kèɾɛ̀zá/ 

Recent Past /ŋgùkòbá/  /ŋgùkùsùká/ /ŋgùtɛ̀kɛ̀ɾɛ̀zá/ 

Distant Past /ŋgùkóbà/ /ŋgùkúsákà/ /ŋgùtɛ́kɛ́ɾɛ́zà/ 

5.13 Mood Marking 

I am giving Luwakanda a single morphologically marked mood. In order to form the 

imperative, the entire verb is given a high tone: 

Stand! kúhɛ́mɛ́ːɾá 

Come! /kúházá/ 

Push! /kút͡ ʃúmá/ 

  

5.14 Aspect Marking  

This is another structure that I did not borrow from Lugungu. The continuous aspect 

is marked by reduplication of the final two syllables to the verb in Luwakanda. The 

reduplicated syllables retain their tones, as depicted in Table 17: 

Table 17 

Continuous aspect in Luwakanda 

Tense English Luwakanda 

Present He/she is singing. /àzínázíná/ 

Future I will be playing. /ŋgúzɛ̀nìjànìjà/ 

Recent Past They were sitting. /bàhìt͡ ʃàːɾát͡ ʃàːɾá/ 

Distant Past You (sing.) were swimming. /ùhálàhálà/ 

5.15 The Copula 

Without a source outlining the grammar of Lugungu, determining the copula and its 

conjugation was not a simple task. Robert and Diprose (2011) list kubba as the verb ‘be’, but 
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provides no conjugation. Sternefeld (2015, p. 7), however, states that the Luganda verb ‘be’ 

is kuba, and provides a conjugation that I have laid out in Table 18: 

Table 18 

The Luganda Copula 

  Person Verb 

Sing. 

I ndi 

II oli 

III ali 

Pl. 

I tuli 

II muli 

III bali 

I compared these conjugations to passages from The Lungungu Bible, and found that 

the conjugations correspond between Luganda and Lugungu: 

Yesu̱ yaabei̱ri̱ri̱mwo naakoba, “Mu mananu nkubaweera nti 

I̱bbu̱rahi̱mu̱ atakabyali̱i̱rwe, nyaalingiho, kandi ndi gyagya.” (John 8: 

58) 

Nywe muli kyererezi̱ kya nsi, ki̱kyo kikwisana nka rub̯uga lu̱bi̱mbi̱i̱rwe 

ha lusahu, rub̯uga lutasobora kwebi̱sa. (Matthew 5:14) 

Thus satisfied, I decided to keep this verb in Luwakanda (kùbá) as a sign of its place 

as an Interlacustrine Bantu Language, as shown in Table 19: 

Table 19 

The Luwakanda Copula 

  Person Verb 

Sing. 

I /ndí/ 

II /ólì/ 

III /álì/ 

Pl. 

I /tùlí/ 

II /mùlí 

III /vàlí/ 
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/kùbá/ is irregular in that it is has lost its conjugation in Luwakanda; context reveals 

whether the verb is meant in the present, future, or past. The continuous aspect, likewise, is 

not marked on the copula. 

6 Syntax 

6.1 Methodology 

This chapter will rely heavily on analysis of Lugungu language data. While I was 

unable to find a grammar outline, I was able to find some Lugungu text, which will serve as a 

guide as I flesh out Luwakanda syntax. The aim, of course, is to have it be close enough to 

Lugungu to be recognisably Interlacustrine Bantu, but distinct enough that it is its own 

language.  

6.2 Verb Phrases 

Diprose (2006, p. 5) provides a sample of word order in Lugungu: 

(1) Fi̱i̱na b̯u̱yaaweeni̱ Eri̱zabeeti̱ mweri̱ gu̱di̱ mwana yaacu̱u̱kacu̱u̱ki̱ri̱ mu nda 

gya Eri̱zabeeti̱. 

When Phina saw Elizabeth last month the child jumped within the womb of 

Elizabeth. 

The gloss for the first clause is as follows:  

(2) Fi̱i̱na  b̯u̱yaaweeni̱    Eri̱zabeeti̱  mweri̱  gu̱di̱ 

Phina  see.2SG.PST       Elizabeth   month  that  

‘Phina saw Elizabeth last month’ 

Thus, we can see that Lugungu has a subject-verb-object structure, after which come 

any modifiers: 
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Figure 8 

Lugungu Verb Phrase Structure 

        VP 

                                          V’ 

                          V’ 

                  V’                                         NP 

             NP                           NP         N’ 

   N         V                 N           N      dem 

Fi̱i̱na b̯u̱yaaweeni̱ Eri̱zabeeti̱ mweri̱ gu̱di̱ 

I will keep this structure for Luwakanda:  

(3) /báʃɛ̀ŋgà    jò-díjà        kákóráŋgɛ̀rɛ̀           kìɾò    gjó/ 

Bashenga  3SG-eat.PST    heart-shaped herb  day    that very one 

‘Bashenga ate the heart-shaped herb that verb day.’ 

(4) /ŋgù-kòbá      wɛ́     ìzó/ 

1SG-see.PST      you    yesterday 

‘I saw you yesterday.’ 

In Lugungu, negation is expressed by placing the word kyahi after the verb (Diprose, 

2006, p. 9): 

(5) twa-ju̱ni̱ri̱               kwahi  

3PL-help.PST      no 

‘we were not helping’ 

For Luwakanda, I will keep this word order, but slightly modify the negating word 

such that the voice of the vowel spreads to the first consonant. Furthermore, the negating 

word falls at the very end of the verb phrase: 
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(6) /nd͡ʒàdáká  álì      mùkàmá gwáhí/ 

Njadaka     3sg.be  king        no 

‘Njadaka is not the king.’   

(7) /múrúːjì    álì       kínjàmù    gwáhí/  

river         3.SG     cold          no 

‘The river was not cold.’ 

6.3 Noun Modification 

As we have seen in the previous section, adjectives are placed after the nouns they 

modify in Lugungu: 

(8) itaka likooto 

lake   big 

‘ocean’ 

I will apply this to Luwakana as well:  

(9) /ŋgò       ŋgúrú/ 

leopard  black 

‘Black Panther’ 

(10) /kìkwànzí  kìmòjó/ 

bead         of the spirit 

‘kimoyo bead’  

Likewise, numerals and other modifying words follow the noun: 

(11) /múlólò kìmwè/ 

tree       one 

‘one tree’ 

(12) /vúwákándà     ŋkùrá/ 

(Vu)Wakanda   forever 
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‘(Vu)Wakanda forever!’ 

6.4 Marking Possession 

Lugungu differentiates between whether the possessor is a person or otherwise. If the 

possessor is a person, the possessive marker wa is used: 

(13) mu̱tabani ̱  wa      mukama 

son            POSS    king 

‘prince’ 

Otherwise, the marker kya is used: 

(14) kyoma    kya    ntumbu 

clip         POSS  hair 

‘hairclip’ 

Both markers are conjugated in different ways: While the pronominalized wa agrees with the 

person of the subject (bange, ‘my’; baamu, ‘your’ [singular], etc.), kya agrees with the noun 

class (kya, class 7; lya, class 5; etc.). I will apply this very same construction to Luwakanda, 

with some modifications.  

For personal possession, I will use the possessive marker /wà/ in Luwakanda: 

(15) /máːmà     wà    ŋgò/ 

mother    POSS   panther   

‘Mother of the Panther’/‘Queen Mother’17 

However, I will alter the pronominalized forms, using the pronoun prefixes of verbs as a 

guide. These are compiled in Table 20: 

 
17 The Luwakanda title for Queen Mother Ramonda, T’Challa’s mother.  
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Table 20 

Conjugation of Possession Marker /wa/ 

  

Verb 

Prefix Possessive  

Sing. 

I /ŋgu/ /waŋga/ 

II /u/ /wahu/ 

III /a/ /waha/ 

Pl 

I /tu/ /watu/ 

II /mu/ /wamu/ 

III /ba/ /waba/ 

Likewise, I will adapt the apparent stem of the marker kya (ki + a) into these forms, as 

shown in Table 21: 

Table 21 

Conjugation of Possession Marker /a/ 

Class Prefix Possessive 

1 /mu/ /muha/ 

2 /va/ /vaha/ 

3 /mu/ /muha/ 

4 /mi/ /miha/ 

5 /i/ /ɾiha/) 

6 /ma/ /maha/ 

7 /ki/ /kiha/ 

8 /vi/ /vi/ha 

9 /ɴ/ /niha/ 

10 /ɴ/ /niha/ 

11 /lu/ /luha/ 

12 /ka/ /kaha/ 

14 /vu/ /vuha/ 

15 /ku/ /kuha/ 

Here, the rule I established for prefixes and vowel-initial stems comes in handy, 

allowing the non-human possessive marker to have two syllables instead of the single 

syllable of Lugungu. For both these possessive markers, I will apply a difference in meaning 

expressed through tone:  

HL A’s B 

LH it is this B that is A’s 

For example: 
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(16) /mùkàmá   wá-ŋgà/ 

king          POSS-1SG 

‘my king’ 

(17) /ŋgàːɾì       /wá-hà/ 

vehicle     POSS-2SG 

‘your vehicle’ 

(18) /nsí      níhà    vákádí/ 

world  POSS    world 

‘Ancestral Plane’ 

(19) /ìsìmú   ɾíhà    nzɛ́mbú/ 

spear    POSS   vibranium 

‘a vibranium spear’ 

(20) /álì      ìtáː    wá-bà/ 

 be.3SG  brother   POSS-3PL 

‘He is their brother.’ 

(20) /álì    ìtáː wàbá/ 

 be.3SG  brother   POSS-3PL.FOC 

‘It’s he who is their brother.’ 

6.5 Questions 

In Lugungu, open-ended questions are marked with an interrogative word at the end 

of the sentence: 

(22) Yogwo Mutongoole yooyo naani? 

‘Who is this Son of Man?’ 

I will apply this to Luwakanda: 

(23) /ʃúɾí     álì          hánjà/ 

Shuri   be.1SG  where 

Where is Shuri? 
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I will, however, use another additional interrogative marker for closed-ended 

questions. The interjection /zìmá/ (‘true’), when placed at the end of the sentence (and with 

its tones switched) will serve this purpose: 

(24) /nd͡ʒàdáká   álì          múwákándà   zímà/  

Njadaka     be.3.SG   Wakandan     true 

‘Is Njadaka Wandandan?’ 

7 Conclusion 

In this paper I have demonstrated one possible way to construct a language for a 

fictional African nation such as Wakanda. I sought to do so in a way that the language fits 

into the general cladistics of the Great Lakes Bantu-speaking region while still having unique 

features that set it apart from real world Interlacustrine Bantu languages.  

To accomplish this, I modified the model presented by language constructor Peterson 

(2015) and used Lugungu as a basis, populating it with words from surrounding languages, 

which I applied to the lore of this fictional nation. Due to the scarcity language data, I had to 

apply some creativity, which may have worked in my favour, allowing me to make 

Luwakanda distinct from other Interlacustrine Bantu languages. 

While the various creators of the Black Panther franchise aimed to construct an 

African tongue, they apparently lacked knowledge of linguistics and the languages of the 

continent. This resulted in a hodgepodge of linguistic influences from all over Africa, which 

was corrected by this thesis. 

Unfortunately, the lack of available resources documenting languages of the Great 

Lakes region made it difficult to flesh out the language. Nevertheless, what is presented in the 

paper is a foundation that can be built upon with further research. Still, it demonstrates how 

an ‘African’ language could be created and its lexicon populated with grammar and words 

befitting the region. 
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As a linguist, I encourage more people to study and document the various languages 

of the world. They are all valuable both to the users and to creators and culture enthusiasts 

like me. As Afrofuturism/Africanfuturism and Afrofantasy/Africanjujuism experiences an 

upsurge through creators such as Nnedi Okorafor and Antoine Bandele, it is my hope that 

African languages as well as cultures are well represented.  
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Appendix A: The Morae of Luwakanda 

 /-i/ /-ɛ/ /-a/ /-o/ /-u/ 

/∅-/ /i/ /ɛ/ /a/ /o/ /u/ 

/p-/ /pi/ /pɛ/ /pa/ /po/ /pu/ 

/pj-/  /pjɛ/ /pja/ /pjo/ /pju/ 

/pw-/ /pwi/ /pwɛ/ /pwa/   

/b-/ /bi/ /bɛ/ /ba/ /bo/ /bu/ 

/bj-/  /bjɛ/ /bja/ /bjo/ /bju/ 

/bw-/ /bwi/ /bwɛ/ /bwa/   

/t-/ /ti/ /tɛ/ /ta/ /to/ /tu/ 

/tj-/  /tjɛ/ /tja/ /tjo/ /tju/ 

/tw-/ /twi/ /twɛ/ /twa/   

/d-/ /di/ /dɛ/ /da/ /do/ /du/ 

/dj-/  /djɛ/ /dja/ /djo/ /dju/ 

/dw-/ /dwi/ /dwɛ/ /dwa/   

/k-/ /ki/ /kɛ/ /ka/ /ko/ /ku/ 

/kj-/  /kjɛ/ /kja/ /kjo/ /kju/ 

/kw-/ /kwi/ /kwɛ/ /kwa/   

/g-/ /gi/ /gɛ/ /ga/ /go/ /gu/ 

/gj-/  /gjɛ/ /gja/ /gjo/ /gju/ 

/gw-/ /gwi/ /gwɛ/ /gwa/   

/t͡ʃ-/ /t͡ ʃi/ /t͡ ʃɛ/ /t͡ ʃa/ /t͡ ʃo/ /t͡ ʃu/ 

/t͡ʃj-/  /t͡ ʃjɛ/ /t͡ ʃja/ /t͡ ʃjo/ /t͡ ʃju/ 

/t͡ʃw-/ /t͡ ʃwi/ /t͡ ʃwɛ/ /t͡ ʃwa/   

/d͡ʒ-/ /d͡ʒi/ /d͡ʒɛ/ /d͡ʒa/ /d͡ʒo/ /d͡ʒu/ 

/d͡ʒj-/  /d͡ʒjɛ/ /d͡ʒja/ /d͡ʒjo/ /d͡ʒju/ 

/d͡ʒw-/ /d͡ʒwi/ /d͡ʒwɛ/ /d͡ʒwa/   

/ŋk-/ /ŋki/ /ŋkɛ/ /ŋka/ /ŋko/ /ŋku/ 

/ŋkj-/  /ŋkjɛ/ /ŋkja/ /ŋkjo/ /ŋkju/ 

/ŋkw-/ /ŋkwi/ /ŋkwɛ/ /ŋkwa/   

/ŋg-/ /ŋgi/ /ŋgɛ/ /ŋga/ /ŋgo/ /ŋgu/ 

/ŋgj-/  /ŋgjɛ/ /ŋgja/ /ŋgjo/ /ŋgjo/ 

/ŋgw-/ /ŋgwi/ /ŋgwɛ/ /ŋgwa/   

/mp-/ /mpi/ /mpɛ/ /mpa/ /mpo/ /mpu/ 

/mb-/ /mbi/ /mbɛ/ /mba/ /mbo/ /mbu/ 

/mbw-

/ /mbwi/ /mbwɛ/ /mbwa/   

/nt-/ /nti/ /ntɛ/ /nta/ /nto/ /ntu/ 

/ntj-/  /ntjɛ/ /ntja/ /ntjo/ /ntju/ 

/ntw-/ /ntwi/ /ntwɛ/ /ntwa/   

/f-/ /fi/ /fɛ/ /fa/ /fo/ /fu/ 

/v-/ /vi/ /vɛ/ /va/ /vo/ /vu/ 
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/s-/ /si/ /sɛ/ /sa/ /so/ /su/ 

/sj-/  /sjɛ/ /sja/ /sjo/ /sju/ 

/sw-/ /swi/ /swɛ/ /swa/   

/z-/ /zi/ /zɛ/ /za/ /zo/ /zu/ 

/zj-/  /zjɛ/ /zja/ /zjo/ /zju/ 

/zw-/ /zwi/ /zwɛ/ /zwa/   

/h-/ /hi/ /hɛ/ /ha/ /ho/ /hu/ 

/hj-/  /hjɛ/ /hja/ /hjo/ /hju/ 

/hw-/ /hwi/ /hwɛ/ /hwa/   

/mf-/ /mfi/ /mfɛ/ /mfa/ /mfo/ /mfu/ 

/mv-/ /mvi/ /mvɛ/ /mva/ /mvo/ /mvu/ 

/ns-/ /nsi/ /nsɛ/ /nsa/ /nso/ /nsu/ 

/nsj-/  /nsjɛ/ /nsjɛ/ /nsjo/ /nsju/ 

/nsw-/ /nswi/ /nswɛ/ /nswa/   

/nz-/ /nzi/ /nzɛ/ /nza/ /nzo/ /nzu/ 

/nzj-/  /nzjɛ/ /nzja/ /nzjo/ /nzju/ 

/nzw-/ /nzwi/ /nzwɛ/ /nzwa/   

/m-/ /mi/ /mɛ/ /ma/ /mo/ /mu/ 

/mj-/  /mjɛ/ /mja/ /mjo/ /mju/ 

/mw-/ /mwi/ /mwɛ/ /mwa/   

/n-/ /ni/ /nɛ/ /na/ /no/ /nu/ 

/ɲ-/  /ɲɛ/ /ɲa/ /ɲo/ /ɲu/ 

/ŋj-/ /ŋi/ /ɲjɛ/ /ŋja/ /ŋjo/ /ŋju/ 

/ŋ-/ /ŋwi/ /ɲwɛ/ /ɲwa/   

/nw-/ /nwi/ /nwɛ/ /nwa/   

/l-/ /li/ /lɛ/ /la/ /lo/ /lu/ 

/lj-/  /ljɛ/ /lja/ /ljo/ /lju/ 

/lw-/ /lwi/ /lwɛ/ /lwa/   

/ɾ-/ /ɾi/ /ɾɛ/ /ɾa/ /ɾo/ /ɾu/ 

/ɾj-/  /ɾjɛ/ /ɾja/ /ɾjo/ /ɾju/ 

/ɾw-/ /ɾwi/ /ɾwɛ/ /ɾwa/   

/w-/ /wi/ /wɛ/ /wa/ /wo/ /wu/ 

/j-/ /ji/ /jɛ/ /ja/ /jo/ /ju/ 
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Appendix B: Lugungu Orthography Guide (Consonants) 

(Taken from Diprose [2006]) 
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Appendix C: Luwakanda Lexicon 

English  Luwakanda Lugungu Inspiration 

here function word /hàhá/ haaha, haha 

there function word /hàhó/ hahwo 

who? interrogative /náːnì naani? 

what? interrogative /kjánì/ kyani? 

where? interrogative /hánjà/ hanya 

when? interrogative /dì/ di? 

sometime adverb /kiɾo kindi/ kiro kindi 

why interrogative /gjánì/ hab̯wakyani? 

how? interrogative /tɛ́tɛ̀/ teetei? 

not function word /kùhí/ kwahi 

all function word /bjɛ́nsɛ́/ byensei 

many function word /búnɛ́/ b̯unene 

How many/much? interrogative /bíŋgáhì/ bingahi 

some adverb/pronoun /bíndí/ bindi  

few function word /kìdóːlí/ kiḏooli 

fewer function word /kìdoːlíhó/ kiḏooliẖo 

other adverb /kíndí/ kindi  

one number /kìmwɛ̀/ gim̱wei 

two number /ìbíɾì/ ibiri 

three number /ísútù/ isatu 

four number /ínɛ̀ː/ inei 

five number /inàːnú/ itaanu 

big adjective /kikoːto/ kikooto 

long adjective /kìlɛ̀/ kilei 

wide adjective /kígáɾì/ kigali 

heavy adjective /kihozo/ kyozo 

small adjective /kídóːlì/ kiḏooli 

short adjective /kìhí/ kii̱ẖi 

thin  adjective /kíbɛ́bɛ́/  kibbeebbe (n) 

fat adjective /kínjɛ̀/ kiṉyeetu̱ 

woman noun /múkàlí/ mu̱kali 

man noun /múdùlú/ mudulu 

person noun /mùntú/ muntu 

child noun /múhánà/ mwana 

son noun /mútàbá/ mu̱tabani ̱ 

daughter noun /múhàɾá/ muhara 

wife noun /mùkíháɾá/ mukaa mudulu, mukyara 

husband noun /múbáːwɛ̀/ ibaawe 

mother noun /máːmà/ maama 

father noun /báːbà/ bbaabba 

elder sibling noun /ìtáː/ itaa 

animal noun /kísòlò/ kisolo 

fish noun /nsú/ nsu 

bird noun /kinjoni/ kiṉyoni 
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dog noun /mbwɛ̀nɛ́/ mbwene 

snake noun /mpíɾí/ mpiri 

tree noun /múlólò/ muloolo 

forest noun /kìbíɾì/ kibira 

drink verb /kùníwá/ kunywa 

eat verb /kùdíjá/ kudya 

bite verb /kuluma/ kuluma 

suck verb /kùnúrɛ́ːrá/ kunywereera 

spit verb /kùtúwá/ ku̱twa 

vomit verb /kùtúnáká/ kutunaka 

see verb /kùwóná/ kuwona 

hear verb /kuhegwa/ kwegwa 

think verb /kùtɛ́kɛ́ɾɛ́zá/ kuteekereza 

swim verb /kùhálá/ kwala 

come verb /kùhízá/ kwiẕa 

sit verb /kùhít͡ ʃáːɾá/ kwicaara 

stand verb /kùhémɛ́ːɾá/ kwemeera 

push verb /kùt͡ ʃúmá/ kucuma 

throw verb /kùkásúká/ kukasuka 

say verb /kùkóbá/ kukoba 

sing verb /kùzíná/ kuzina 

play verb /kùzɛ́níjá/ ku̱zeenya 

black adjective /kìgúrú/ kii̱ṟagu̱ru̱ 

night noun /ítúmbì/ itumbi 

day noun /kìɾò/ kiro 

cold adjective /kínjàmù/ kii̱ṉyamu̱ 

true interjection /zímà/ mazim̱a 

near adverb /hɛ́/ heehi 

at locative /há/ ha 

in locative /mì/ mu 

with, and conjunction /nà/ na 

because conjunction /bàŋgà kubanga 

name noun /íbàɾà/ ibara 

 

 


